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ABSTRACT
Background As the knowledge translation and
comparative effectiveness research agendas gain
momentum, we can expect more evidence on which to
base quality improvement (QI) programmes. Unaided
searches for such content in the literature, however, are
likely to be daunting, with searches missing key articles
while mainly retrieving articles that are irrelevant to the
question being asked. The objective of this study was to
develop and validate optimal Medline search filters for
retrieving original and review articles about clinical QI.
Methods Analytical survey in the McMaster Clinical
Hedges database and Health Knowledge Refinery (HKR)
of 161 clinical journals to determine the operating
characteristics of QI search filters developed by
computerised combinations of terms selected to detect
original QI studies and systematic reviews meeting basic
methodological criteria for scientific merit. Results from
a derivation random subset of articles were tested in
a validation random subset.
Results The Clinical Hedges QI database contained
49 233 citations of which 471 (0.96%) were original or
review QI studies; of those, 282 (60%) were
methodologically sound. Combinations of search terms
reached peak sensitivities of 100% at a specificity of
89.3% for detecting methodologically sound original and
review QI studies, and sensitivities of 97.6% at
a specificity of 53.0% for detecting all original and review
QI studies independent of rigour. Operating
characteristics of the search filters derived in the
development database worked similarly in the validation
database, without statistical differences.
Conclusion New empirically derived Medline search
filters have been validated to optimise retrieval of original
and review QI articles.

INTRODUCTION
Clinical quality improvement (QI) is essential if
optimal healthcare, balancing patient benefits and
safety, is to be achieved. Both health services
administrators and health professionals bear
responsibility for the quality of care.1 The Charter
on Medical Professionalism2 outlines 10 profes-
sional responsibilities for the physician for the next
millennium, one of which is the commitment to
improving quality of care. The physician is
expected to assist in the creation and imple-
mentation of mechanisms designed to encourage
continuous QI by taking an active role in reducing
medical error, increasing patient safety, minimising
overuse of healthcare resources and optimising the
outcomes of care.
QI efforts have been implemented with varying

degrees of success. Research has shown that

physician engagement and leadership are key
elements for the success of QI efforts.3 Engaging
physicians can be difficult but one of the facilitators
to physician involvement is the use of QI methods
that have been shown to work.4 Determining
which QI methods work can be challenging,
however, because the evaluation of these methods
is usually first widely accessible in the biomedical
and health services journal literature available by
online searching of electronic databases such as
Medline which contains over 19 million articles
from over 5000 journals.5 Finding QI research in
these electronic databases can be difficult because it
is not well organised in the literature (which is
typically better organised within disease categories,
while QI research is often cuts across disease cate-
gories), and many end users do not find what they
need, while investigators doing QI studies often
‘re-invent the wheel’ for lack of easy access to other
studies in the field. For QI practice and research to
advance, it is important to have dependable and
efficient access to this research evidence.
If large electronic bibliographic databases such as

Medline are to be helpful to end users, they must be
able to retrieve articles that are both scientifically
sound and directly relevant to the healthcare
problem they are trying to solve, without missing
key studies or retrieving excessive numbers of
preliminary, irrelevant, outdated or misleading
reports. Our approach and the approach of others
to these problems has been to develop search filters
(‘hedges’) to improve the retrieval of clinically
relevant and scientifically sound study reports from
Medline and similar bibliographic databases.6e19

Search filters can be created by combining disease
content terms (‘ANDed’) with Medical Subject
Headings (MeSH), explosions (exp), publication
types (pt), subheadings (sh) and textwords (tw)
that detect research design features for applied
healthcare research. The use of search filters has
been shown to increase the relevancy and reduce
the volume of information retrieved.6e12

To our knowledge, only one published study has
tested the efficiency of retrieving QI studies. The
study, conducted by Balas and colleagues,20 set out
to measure the efficiency of simple searches in
retrieving controlled evidence about seven specific
primary healthcare QI interventions (home care,
patient education, patient reminder, physician
education, physician reminder, provider feedback
and telephone follow-up) and seven effect variables
(C-section rate, cost of care, follow-up visits,
hospitalisation rate, immunisation rate, length of
stay and number of prescriptions). All searches
were restricted to the MeSH publication type
‘randomised controlled trial.’ The authors reported
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that MeSH term searches had an overall recall (sensitivity) of
58% and text word searches performed significantly lower at
11%.

The objective of the research reported in this paper is to
determine if empirical search filters (‘hedges’) can be created that
optimise the yield of original and review articles about QI from
Medline, and separate higher-quality studies from others.

METHODS
The basic methodology for our search filter development
research has been described in a previous publication.21 Briefly,
search filters are developed and validated using a diagnostic
testing model. After constructing the ‘hand search’ literature
which serves as the gold standard, search filters are developed
and validated, treating the search terms related to research
design features as ‘diagnostic tests.’ The hand search by research
staff is required to determine which articles should be retrieved,
and which articles should not be retrieved.

Hand search
To construct the hand search for this project, we used two
similarly constructed sources, the McMaster University ’s Clin-
ical Hedges Database and Health Knowledge Refinery (HKR).
Research staff at McMaster University produced the content for
both sources using identical critical appraisal criteria for deter-
mining the methodological soundness of clinically relevant
reviews and primary studies. More specifically, the Clinical
Hedges Database was constructed by six research assistants in
the Health Information Research Unit (HIRU) hand searching
161 journals titles for the year 2000. The selection of the 161
journal titles reviewed was based on recommendations of clini-
cians and librarians, Science Citation Index Impact Factors
provided by the Institute for Scientific Information, and ongoing
assessment of their yield of studies and reviews of scientific
merit and clinical relevance for all major medical disciplines.
Combined with the HKR content, the coverage includes general
medical practice, internal medicine and subdisciplines, mental
health, surgery, obstetrics and women’s health, nursing care and
rehabilitation (a list of journals can be found at http://hiru.
mcmaster.ca/hiru/hedges/Medline%20journals%20read.pdf).
The research assistants categorised all original and review
studies found in these journals for eight purpose categories
(treatment/QI, diagnosis, prognosis, aetiology, clinical predic-
tion guide, economics, cost and qualitative) and then applied
methodological criteria to determine if the article was method-
ologically sound for all categories except cost and qualitative. All
purpose category definitions and corresponding methodological
rigour were outlined in a previous paper.22 Research staff were
rigorously calibrated prior to reviewing the 2000 literature and
inter-rater agreement for application of all criteria exceeded 80%
beyond chance.22

During the initial hand search of the 161 journals, treatment
and QI studies were assessed as one category. As part of this
study, we reviewed all citations tagged as original treatment and
review treatment (n¼8631) for whether the content was about
QI defined as ‘content pertains directly to interventions
intended to improve the quality of healthcare, including studies
of continuing education for the purpose of improving the
quality of care. The focus is on the providers and processes of
care.’ The programmers in HIRU produced a web-based interface
containing all original and review treatment citations from the
Clinical Hedges Database. Two research assistants reviewed the
full-text article (if needed) independently and in duplicate to

determine if the article should be retagged as QI according to the
definition stated above. Disagreements and agreements of
‘unsure’ were resolved by a third party. Methodological rigour of
the QI studies were not retagged because the criteria for
a methodologically sound (‘pass’) QI study (original or review)
were the same as for a treatment study. The methodological
criteria applied for original studies of QI or treatment were:
random allocation of participants to comparison groups;
outcome assessment of at least 80% of those entering the
investigation accounted for in one major analysis at any given
follow-up assessment; and analysis consistent with study
design. Randomised controlled trials provide top-quality
evidence if conducted rigorously for QI questions where the
interventions are changes in the process of care and the quality
outcome measures correspond to clinical effects. The method-
ological criteria applied for review studies of QI or treatment
were: a clear statement of the clinical topic of the review,
a methods section indicating how the evidence was retrieved
and from what sources, an explicit statement of the inclusion
and exclusion criteria, and inclusion of at least one study that
passed on the methodological criteria for a original study of QI
or treatment. The final retagged results were reintegrated into
the Clinical Hedges Database while renaming the database to
Clinical Hedges QI Database.
It was necessary to increase the sample size of methodologi-

cally sound QI studies that were in the hand search database
(n¼77 after retagging the content of the Clinical Hedges Data-
base) because previous research shows that at least 99 articles in
the category of interest are needed when developing and vali-
dating search filters.23 To increase the sample size, a second
source was used; McMaster University’s Health Knowledge
Refinery (HKR) and more specifically McMaster PLUS (http://
hiru.mcmaster.ca/hiru/HIRU_McMaster_PLUS_projects.aspx).
McMaster PLUS is produced by research staff in HIRU. They
critically appraise the context of more than 120 clinically rele-
vant journals (list of journals found at http://hiru.mcmaster.ca/
hiru/journalslist.asp) on an ongoing basis. Original and review
articles in each issue of these journals are categorised and
assessed for methodological rigour according to the criteria
found at http://hiru.mcmaster.ca/hiru/InclusionCriteria.html.
Among other categories, QI studies are identified and assessed
for methods. Those that are methodologically sound are rated
for relevancy and newsworthiness by practising physicians from
around the world and subsequently enter the McMaster PLUS
database. The McMaster PLUS database contains content from
2003 on, and methodologically sound original and review QI
studies added between 2003 and 23 September 2008 were inte-
grated into the Clinical Hedges QI Database.

Search terms
During the Clinical Hedges Study conducted in 2000, an initial
list of MeSH terms and text words was compiled. Input was
then sought from clinicians and librarians in the USA and
Canada through interviews of known searchers, requests at
meetings and conferences, and requests to the National Library
of Medicine. Individuals were asked to identify which terms or
phrases they used when searching for studies of prognosis,
causation, diagnosis, treatment, economics, clinical prediction
guides, reviews and costs, and of a qualitative nature. Terms
could be from MeSH, including publication types and
subheadings, or could be text words denoting methodology in
titles and abstracts of articles. We compiled a list of 5395 terms
of which 4862 were unique (list of terms tested provided by the
authors upon request). All search terms originally tested in the
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Clinical Hedges Study as well as all the terms identified by
other researchers that have been tested since we developed
our search filters which are available on the Clinical Queries page
of PubMed (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/pubmedutils/
clinical) were tested in this study. Additionally, we reviewed
this list of terms and added text words and MeSH that are
relevant to identifying QI studies that did not appear. The term
list was expanded by reviewing the Cochrane Effective Practice
and Organisation of Care (EPOC) site (http://www.mrw.
interscience.wiley.com/cochrane/clsysrev/articles/CD003319/frame.
html) and the search filters used in a Technical Review of QI
strategies for the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality.24

We also reviewed the indexing of QI studies included in
McMaster PLUS and contacted searching experts at McMaster
University, the University of Ottawa, and the US National
Library of Medicine.

Clinical hedges QI database and search filter development
The Clinical Hedges QI database was randomly split using
Microsoft Windows’ random number generator into compo-
nents of 60% and 40%. Search strategies were initially tested and
developed in 60% of the database (development) and then vali-
dated in 40% of the database (validation). The sensitivity,
specificity, precision and accuracy of Medline searches were
determined (table 1). Sensitivity for a given topic is defined as
the proportion of QI articles or high-quality QI articles that are
retrieved; specificity is the proportion of non-QI articles or low-
quality QI articles not retrieved; precision is the proportion of
retrieved articles that are QI or of high-quality QI; and accuracy
is the proportion of all articles that are correctly classified.

Four types of search filters were developed: (1) maximise the
sensitivity for retrieving original and review QI studies; (2)
optimise the balance of sensitivity and specificity for retrieving
original and review QI studies; (3) maximise the sensitivity for
retrieving original and review QI studies that are methodologi-
cally sound (ie, ‘pass’ on the methods criteria outlined earlier);
and (4) optimise the balance of sensitivity and specificity for
retrieving original and review QI studies that are methodologi-
cally sound. We developed single-term search filters and ORed
combinations of 4 terms. All terms were tested to determine the
best single term, and the following cut-offs were used for the
testing of ORed combinations: elimination of single terms with
# 25% sensitivity and #75% specificity when developing two-
term combinations; elimination of two-term combinations with
#75% sensitivity and #50% specificity when developing three-
term combinations; and elimination of two-term combinations
with #75% sensitivity and #50% specificity when developing
4-term combinations.

RESULTS
The Clinical Hedges QI database contained 49 233 citations, of
which 471 (0.96%) were original or review QI studies; of those
282 (60%) were methodologically sound (ie, ‘pass’). Of the 282

original or review QI studies that were methodologically sound,
77 (27%) were published in the year 2000, and the remaining 205
(73%) were published in the years 2003 to 2008. All other cita-
tions (n¼49 028) in the database were published in the year
2000. The breakdown of the number of citations included in the
development and validation databases is shown in table 2.
Table 3 shows the single terms with the best sensitivity

(keeping specificity $50%) and best optimisation of sensitivity
and specificity (based on the lowest possible absolute difference
between sensitivity and specificity) for detecting original and
review articles about QI, and original and review articles about
QI that pass for methods in MEDLINE. Comparison of the
operating characteristics in the development and validation
databases is also shown. The single term ‘exp health services
administration’ had the best sensitivity (77.8%) and the best
optimisation of sensitivity (77.8%) and specificity (77.8%) for
detecting original and review articles about QI. The single term
‘control:.mp.’ had the best sensitivity (90.8%) for detecting
original and review articles about QI that pass, whereas
‘random:.mp.’ provided the best optimisation of sensitivity
(90.2%) and specificity (90.5%). The operating characteristics for
the single terms shown in table 3 did not differ when comparing
the results from the development and validation databases.
Table 4 shows the results for four-term ORed combinations

(three-term combinations are shown if they outperform four-
term combinations). The search filter ‘exp health services
administration OR random: .mp. OR review.pt. OR compare:.
tw.’ had 97.6% sensitivity with a specificity of 53.0% for
detecting original and review articles about QI, whereas the
search filter ‘random:.ti,ab. OR educat:.tw. OR exp patient care
management’ had the best balance between sensitivity (83.3%)
and specificity (83.9%). The search filter ‘effectiveness.tw. OR
journal.mp. OR MEDLINE.tw. OR random:.tw.’ had 100%
sensitivity with a specificity of 89.3% for detecting original and
review articles about QI that pass for methods, and the search
filter ‘control: trial:.mp. OR journal.mp. OR MEDLINE .tw. OR
random: trial:.tw.’ had the best balance between sensitivity
(94.8%) and specificity (95.7%). The operating characteristics for
the search filters shown in table 4 did not differ when comparing
the results from the development and validation databases.

DISCUSSION
We developed search filters that can assist clinicians and
researchers in retrieving original and review articles about QI
and in retrieving methodologically sound original and review
studies about QI from Medline. Search filters that maximise
sensitivity were developed as opposed to those that maximise
specificity because there are so few QI studies in the medical
literature. Additionally, we developed search filters that opti-
mised the balance between sensitivity and specificity as an
option for searching when the retrieval using the sensitive search
becomes unmanageable due to time constraints. When using the
latter search filter, the user risks missing a few QI studies.
Additionally, search filters that retrieve both original (primary)
studies and reviews about QI were developed because it isTable 1 Formulae for calculating the sensitivity, specificity, precision

and accuracy of medline searches

Hand search of the literature

Meets
criteria

Does not
meet criteria

Search terms Detected a b

Not detected c d

a+c b+d

Sensitivity¼a/(a+c). Specificity¼d/(b+d). Precision¼a/(a+b). Accuracy¼(a+d)/(a+b+c+d).

Table 2 Number of citations included in the development and
validation Clinical Hedges QI Databases

Article type Development database Validation database

All articles 29540 19693

Original or review QI 288 183

Original or review QI pass 173 109
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advantageous to retrieve the systematic reviews while retrieving
the original studies.

Our multiple term search results shown in table 4 show that
100% sensitivity can be achieved when searching for methodo-
logically sound original and review articles about QI and that
97.6% sensitivity can be achieved when searching for original
and review articles about QI independent of methodological
rigour. Search filters are a helpful but imperfect solution to
accurate literature retrieval in large online bibliographic data-
bases. Even our top-performing strategies had generally low
precision, 5.0% and 2.0%, respectively, because Medline is such

a large and broad-ranging database. Because precision in large
multipurpose databases is inevitably low due to the small
concentration of relevant articles, it is especially important that
terminology (eg, methodological terminology) used in QI studies
be as accurate, explicit and consistent as possible to facilitate the
indexing process and improve the search success. Typically,
however, when searching for QI evidence, content terms are
added, and our previous research shows that the addition of
content terms increases precision.25 For example, when
searching Ovid Medline for the previous year, the sensitive
search filter for detecting sound original and review QI studies

Table 3 Single term with the best sensitivity (keeping specificity $50%) and best optimisation of sensitivity and specificity (based on the lowest
possible absolute difference between sensitivity and specificity) for detecting original and review articles about quality improvement (QI) and for
detecting original and review articles about QI that pass for methods in Medline

Search term OVID search*

Sensitivity (%)
development validation
diff (95% CI)

Specificity (%)
development validation
diff (95% CI)

Precision (%)
development validation
diff (95% CI)

Accuracy (%)
development validation
diff (95% CI)

Best sensitivity

All QI

exp health services administration 77.8
83.1
5.3 (�2.2 to 12.4)

77.8
78.5
0.7 (�0.1 to 1.4)

3.3
3.5
0.2 (�0.5 to 0.9)

77.8
78.5
0.7 (�0.0 to 1.5)

QI pass for methods

control:.mp. 90.8
87.2
�3.6 (�12.0 to 3.7)

83.5
84.0
0.5 (�0.2 to 1.1)

3.1
2.9
�0.2 (�1.0 to 0.5)

83.5
84.0
0.5 (�0.2 to 1.1)

Best optimisation of sensitivity and specificity

All QI

exp health services administration 77.8
83.1
5.3 (�2.2 to 12.4)

77.8
78.5
0.7 (�0.1 to 1.4)

3.3
3.5
0.2 (�0.5 to 0.9)

77.8
78.5
0.7 (�0.0 to 1.5)

QI pass for methods

random:.mp. 90.2
84.4
�5.8 (�14.6 to 2.0)

90.5
90.2
�0.3 (�0.8 to 0.2)

5.3
4.6
�0.7 (�1.9 to 0.5)

90.5
90.1
�0.4 (�0.9 to 0.2)

*The search strategy is reported using Ovid’s search engine syntax for Medline.
diff, difference, comparing the development and validation data sets using the iterative method of Miettinen and Nurminen for two independent binomial proportions. None of the differences
were statistically significant; exp, explode, a search term that automatically includes closely related indexing terms; :, truncation; mp, multiple posting (term appears in the title, abstract, or
MeSH heading).

Table 4 Combination of terms with the best sensitivity (keeping specificity $50%) and best optimisation of sensitivity and specificity (based on the
lowest possible absolute difference between sensitivity and specificity) for detecting original and review articles about quality improvement (QI) and for
detecting original and review articles about QI that pass for methods in Medline

Search strategy OVID search*

Sensitivity (%)
development validation
diff (95% CI)

Specificity (%)
development validation
diff (95% CI)

Precision (%)
development validation
diff (95% CI)

Accuracy (%)
development validation
diff (95% CI)

Best sensitivity

All QI

exp health services administration
OR random:.mp. OR review.pt. OR
compare:.tw

97.6
98.4
0.8 (�2.5 to 3.6)

53.0
53.3
0.3 (�0.6 to 1.1)

2.0
1.9
�0.1 (�0.4 to 0.3)

53.5
53.7
0.2 (�0.7 to 1.1)

QI pass for methods

effectiveness.tw. OR journal.mp. OR
MEDLINE.tw. OR random:.tw

100.0
96.3
�3.7 (�9.1 to 1.4)

89.3
89.3
0

5.2
4.8
�0.4 (�1.6 to 0.7)

89.3
0

Best optimisation of sensitivity and specificity
All QI

random:.ti,ab. OR educat:.tw. OR
exp
patient care management

83.3
84.7
1.4 (�5.7 to 8.0)

83.9
84.1
0.2 (�0.5 to 0.9)

4.9
4.8
�0.1 (�1.0 to 0.9)

83.9
84.1
0.2 (�0.5 to 0.9)

QI pass for methods

control: trial:.mp. OR journal.mp. OR
MEDLINE.tw. OR random: trial:.tw

94.8
89.9
�4.9 (�12.5 to 1.3)

95.7
95.8
0.1 (�0.3 to 0.5)

11.4
10.6
�0.8 (�3.4 to 1.8)

95.7
95.7
0

*Search strategies are reported using Ovid’s search engine syntax for MEDLINE.
diff, difference, comparing the development and validation data sets using the iterative method of Miettinen and Nurminen for two independent binomial proportions. None of the differences
were statistically significant; exp, explode, a search term that automatically includes closely related indexing terms; :, truncation; mp, multiple posting (term appears in title, abstract, or MeSH
heading); pt, publication type; tw, textword (word or phrase appears in a text word field, ie, appropriate for a subject searchdincludes the title and abstract fields); ti,ab, term appears in the
title or abstract.
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(‘effectiveness.tw. OR journal.mp. OR MEDLINE.tw. OR
random:.tw.’) yields over 500 000 citations. When this filter is
ANDed with the content term ‘diabetes care.tw.’ the yield
decreases to 180 citations with 13 of the first 20 articles being
directly related to QI in diabetes care. For example, the fourth
citation retrieved investigated, in an RCT, the impact on A1c
and other diabetes outcomes of providing literacy- and
numeracy-sensitive diabetes care within an enhanced diabetes
care programme.26

Another mechanism that could potentially facilitate the
retrieval of QI or quality of care articles is to have a designated
index term that is assigned exclusively to these types of articles. In
this study, we tested several index terms that were related to
quality improvement, including ‘quality assurance,healthcare’ and
‘quality of healthcare,’ and found low levels of sensitivity (<10%).

Although one set of search filters have been developed to
retrieve QI studies meeting certain methodological rigour
criteria, it does not necessarily imply that the articles retrieved
will meet the highest methodological standards. Ultimately, the
end user has the responsibility for appraising the retrieved
literature for quality and relevance before applying it to clinical
practice.

A possible limitation of our study is the use of a literature
database constructed in the year 2000. This would only affect
the results if there were substantive changes in the indexing and
reporting of studies in Medline since 2000. We do not know of
any such changes and in any event, augmented the database
with QI studies and reviews meeting similar criteria during the
period from 2003 to 2008.

Comparing the results of this study with those of Balas and
colleagues,20 we found that the retrieval of original and review
articles about QI and the retrieval of methodologically sound
original and review articles about QI in Medline can be enhanced
by the use of search filters. Although beneficial filters exist, such
as those reported here, further work is needed to improve
dissemination and publication of filters so that health service
providers, clinicians, researchers and librarians are aware of
them, but also have greater knowledge and proficiency in using
them effectively.

CONCLUSIONS
Several Medline search filters can achieve high performance in
retrieving original and review articles about QI and in retrieving
original and review articles that are methodologically sound.
Using a sensitive search filter will ensure that few QI articles are
missed. Alternatively, using a search filter that optimises the
balance between sensitivity and specificity will result in a more
manageable retrieval given time constraints.
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